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Discussion Rubric (15 pts)

  Levels of Achievement

Criteria Pro�cient Basic Emerging De�cient

Critical
Thinking &
Self
Knowledge

3 Points

- Full of thought,
insight, and
analysis -
Understanding
of content is
clear - Sincere
and compelling

2 Points

- Thought,
insight, and
analysis has
taken place -
Some
connections
made to
content

1 Points

- Generally
competent -
Lacked clear
understanding -
Generally
unaware of
connections

0 Points

- Rudimentary
and super�cial
- No analysis
or insight is
displayed -
Completely
unaware of
connections

Application
to the
textbook &
other
reliable
resources

3 Points

- Clear
connections to
previous or
current content -
References are
credible and
current

2 Points

- Some
connections
are made, -
Few
references to
text or
module

1 Points

- Limited, if any
connections -
Vague
generalities - No
reference to
content

0 Points

- No
connections
are made - O�
topic - Opinion
based - False
claims

Perspective
and
connection
to current
events 

3 Points

- Credible
references -
New
connections -
Insightful with
depth and detail

2 Points

- Some new
ideas or
connections -
Lack depth
and/or detail
& examples

1 Points

- Few, if any new
ideas or
connections -
Rehash or
summarize
other postings

0 Points

- No new ideas
- Many “I
agree with …”
statements -
Super�cial -
Simplistic
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  Levels of Achievement

Criteria Pro�cient Basic Emerging De�cient

Timeliness 3 Points

- All required
postings -
Posted early in
discussion week
& - Throughout
the discussion,
three or more
di�erent days -
Responded to at
least 3 other
students within
timeline
indicated in the
guidelines.

2 Points

- All required
postings -
Most not in
time for
others to read
& respond -
Two di�erent
days -
Responded to
only 2 other
students
within the
timeline
indicated in
the
guidelines.

1 Points

- All required
postings - Most
at the last
minute without
allowing for
response time -
All responses on
the same day -
Responded to
only 1 other
students within
the timeline
indicated in the
guidelines.

0 Points

- Required
postings
missing or
made on last
day - No time
for others to
respond - Did
not respond
to other
students
within the
timeline
indicated in
the guidelines

Stylistics 3 Points

- Zero -3
grammatical or
stylistic errors -
No texting
symbols- -
Submitted in
required format
such as .doc or
PDF format

2 Points

- 4-5
grammatical
or stylistic
errors - A few
texting
symbols

1 Points

- More than 6
grammatical or
stylistic errors -
Many texting
symbols

0 Points

- Obvious
grammatical
or stylistic
errors - Makes
understanding
impossible.
Unable to
read format.
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